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Abstract
How durable is the European Union? Scholars have long feared that regional economic
specialization, fostered by freer trade, would make the EU vulnerable to economic
shocks. The most acute concerns surround the adoption of the common currency. The
euro is feared to raise the risk of asymmetric shocks, rendering the EU less of an “optimum currency area.” The Great Recession of 2008-09 presents the perfect context
to assess these predictions. We systematically test them using a novel dataset that
covers all of the EU’s subnational regions and major sectors of the economy. We find
that the most specialized regions actually fared better during the crisis. Specialized
regions fared worse only within states outside the Eurozone. The heightened vulnerability of non-Eurozone states cannot be attributed to any failure of monetary, fiscal, or
social policy on their part. Rather, our results suggest the common currency may have
helped Eurozone members share risk. Despite growing political tensions within and
among member states, our results bode well for the resiliency of the European Union.
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How durable is the European Union? The organization is unique in the deep economic cooperation it demands of member states, and it continues to expand the scope of political
and legal integration (Garrett, 1995; Carrubba and Gabel, 2015). Yet the EU has attracted
harsh criticism over its ability to weather economic downturns. Chief among the reasons for
pessimism has been its adoption of a common currency, uniting a majority of its member
states in the Eurozone. Political scientists and economists have highlighted that an asymmetric economic shock to the member states, or indeed to regions within those states, would
exceed the European Union’s very modest adjustment mechanisms. As James Tobin put it
in 2001: “Unexpected shocks to economic activity ... [may] hit all regions within the EU ...
in the same direction but with different force. Some will hit them in opposite ways. What
tools will the Union and the member states have for moderating or reversing unwelcome
business recessions ...?” (Tobin 2001, p.31). The fear was that deep economic integration
might heighten the risk of asymmetric shocks.
Much of the fear about asymmetric shocks was informed by “optimum currency area”
(OCA) theory (Mundell, 1961; Frieden, Gros, and Jones, 1998; Jonung and Drea, 2009). It
emphasized not only the impossibility of fiscal adjustment but the obstacles to movement
of labor and capital among states and regions. In the early years of the Eurozone, some of
the concerns seemed inevitable; the European Union appeared already to experience more
pronounced asymmetric shocks. For example, Europe exhibited more variability of real
exchange rates and greater discrepancies in regional performance than the United States
(Eichengreen, 1992).
Why was Europe so susceptible, and did the euro make it more, or less, vulnerable? A
considerable literature has linked asymmetric shocks, by no means only within the EU, to
national and regional specialization (Bayoumi and Eichengreen, 1997; Frieden, Gros, and
Jones, 1998). Some scholars suggested that specialization inevitably increased with the
intensity and extent of trade. This line of thinking led Krugman (1991, 81-82) to warn,
in essence, that the euro might sow the seeds of its own destruction: by further reducing
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barriers to trade, it could well make Europe’s regions yet more specialized, and hence more
susceptible to potentially fatal asymmetric shocks. Empirical work confirmed that, at least
in the early years of the EU, specialization intensified with the extent of internal trade
(Amiti, 1998; Brakman, Garretsen, and Schramm, 2006). But it would be premature to
conclude that integration was a hazard. In direct contrast to this perspective, Frankel and
Rose (1998) suggested that the specialization accompanying trade integration could actually
have stabilizing effects. Examining twenty countries’ bilateral trade and business cycles over
thirty years, they found that greater intensity of trade led to more, not less, symmetric
business cycles. Hence they predicted that “continued European trade liberalization can be
expected to result in more tightly correlated European business cycles, making a common
European currency ... more desirable (Frankel and Rose 1998 p. 1010).” Which effect would
dominate remained an open empirical question. If a severe shock affected different states and
regions differently, and if in particular those regions that had grown most specialized were
most subject to asymmetric shocks, neither the EU’s anemic labor mobility nor its modest
fiscal transfers would suffice to ease the strains that the “straitjacket” of a common currency
would have imposed. The EU’s experience with potentially asymmetric shocks reveals how
well a shared currency can survive.
We argue that the Great Recession of 2008-09 constitutes a critical test of the European Union’s durability, because it reveals the organization’s susceptibility to a regionallyasymmetric shock. As the worst slump in aggregate demand, and hence the steepest decline
in many industries’ production, since the 1930s, it should have highlighted any disparities
in regions’ differential vulnerability. We emphasize here that we focus on how the 2008-09
slump in aggregate demand affected production across the EU rather than narrowly on the
financial aspects. We also do not focus on the subsequent sovereign debt crisis due to the
many endogeneities that prevent a clean estimation strategy. We address the empirical questions of specialization and asymmetry by asking specifically, at the level of Eurostat’s 266
regions, two questions: (a) Did regions continue to become more specialized in the lead-up
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to the crisis? And (b) were Europe’s most specialized regions hit hardest, or did they exhibit
greater variability of downturn, in the Great Recession?
Our answers are, in both cases, no. (a) While the EU’s regions had indeed grown yet
more specialized between the Single European Act (1992) and 2001, no significant further
increase occurs between 2001 and 2008, despite the adoption of the euro in 1998. (b) In
more than half of the EU’s member states during the 2008-09 shock, the most specialized
regions actually experienced a significantly less severe and more uniform decline in economic
activity than their more diversified counterparts. In only six of the member states was
greater regional specialization associated with a more severe or more variable downturn;
surprisingly, and perhaps suggestively, none of those six was a member of the Eurozone.
Our findings imply a positive answer to the crucial question of whether the Eurozone can
last; and more broadly whether this form of interstate economic cooperation is sustainable.
That the extreme shock of 2008-09 dealt the least severe blow to Europe’s most specialized regions—at any rate, in the great majority of member states—allows some confidence
that freer trade is making Europe less, not more, susceptible to asymmetric shocks. More
generally, this test illuminates the fundamental issue in international relations of whether,
and how, states’ commitments can become more incentive-compatible, and hence more credible, over time. Our findings imply that large shocks threaten shallow forms of economic
cooperation, but much less so deep cooperation.
This paper proceeds as follows. Section 1 situates our argument in the literature. Section
2 describes the panel data and statistical approach. Section 3 summarizes our results. First,
we consider how specialization affected regional economic performance during the downturn. Second, we address the extent to which regional performance diverged from country
and EU-wide trends—i.e., to which the regional response was asymmetric. Section 4 evaluates competing explanations including the role of sectoral variation and public risk-sharing.
Section 5 concludes.
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1

Economic Integration in the European Union

How international organizations withstand crises remains a major question for political science and policy makers alike. Because member states are bound by only voluntary legal
commitments, they are at risk of abandoning those commitments when they become onerous. Diplomats and bureaucrats who design international organizations are well-aware of
how unexpected economic and political circumstances can jeopardize that organization’s
stability. Security organizations may be strained when conflict arises even in far-off parts of
the globe, while economic organizations can struggle under the pressure of a recession. A
rich scholarship on trade cooperation examines conditions under which governments uphold
their free trade commitments, despite circumstances (e.g. upcoming election; growing national debt) that might tempt them to defect (e.g. Milner 1989; Martin 2000; Rosendorff
and Milner 2001). The European Union is no exception; there remains a risk that in times of
crisis, constituency governments may be unwilling or unable to maintain their commitment
to the European project (European Commission, 2009).
Architects of the European Union foresaw these risks and aimed to mitigate such problems. Not all forms of crisis confronting the member states would be expected to tear at
the fabric of European cooperation. Uniform economic downturn would not be sufficient.
If states jointly suffered a severe downturn in their economies, they might be expected to
band more tightly together, pooling their resources. Rather, the kind of crisis that could
jeopardize European cohesion is one that hits asymmetrically. An asymmetric economic
downturn would affect countries differently and, worse still, deliver uneven punches to different regions within countries. It would lead governments to disagree amongst themselves over
the appropriate form and scope of an EU response: some might advocate an aggressive and
others a modest collective response, each with the potential to stoke nationalist sentiments
within countries (e.g., Bechtel, Hainmueller, and Margalit 2014). At the same time, those
governments would be under tremendous pressure to make domestic decisions: which geographical regions, industries, or sectors within their domestic purview should receive targeted
4

assistance (Rickard, 2012)?
The risk of asymmetric shocks has drawn attention from critics of the EU as states have
increased the depth of their economic integration. Chief among the concerns is the simultaneous need for, but problematic possibility of, sustaining an optimum currency area. Concerns
over the OCA grew out of a fundamental quandary in the project of European unification.
Central to the economic integration of Europe, countries elected to remove all internal barriers to trade. By allowing free movement of goods across borders, European states could
ostensibly reap the benefits of specialization and boost economic growth. There is strong
evidence that national specialization of production profiles grew markedly in the first few
years following the inception of the European project (Amiti, 1998). Regional specialization
within countries also increased in tandem with the “free-ness” of trade within the bloc during
the 1990s (Brakman, Garretsen, and Schramm, 2006). Yet trade could not become fully free,
nor its efficiency gains achieved, so long as European governments maintained independent
currencies—or so it was widely believed. Governments that maintained their own currencies
would always be tempted, particularly in a downturn or before an impending election, to
boost exports and stimulate their economies by timely devaluations. Currency manipulations would have similar effect as might have been achieved by the production subsidies that
the EU treaties clearly forbade. The brief and ill-fated experiment of a supposedly irrevocable peg, the Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM), had amply confirmed these fears (Obstfeld,
1996). The adoption of the euro then, reflected the aim to deepen and stabilize the internal
market, removing the risk that member states would engage in competitive devaluation to
gain market advantage.
The theory of optimum currency areas, to simplify, holds that countries will gain from a
shared currency to the extent that they trade with one another, but will lose to the extent
that their business cycles are uncorrelated—i.e., that they experience “asymmetric economic
shocks.” The advantage comes from lowered transaction costs; the disadvantage from divergence of optimal monetary policies (Mundell, 1961; Alesina, Barro, and Tenreyros, 2002).
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In what has become the conventional wisdom, Paul Krugman argued that deeper economic
integration would increase regional specialization (Krugman, 1991). But that specialization
subjects regions to a greater risk of asymmetric economic shocks—some doing far better, others far worse, than others during any perturbation. As a result, the unit that comprises those
regions would be rendered less of an optimal currency area, insofar as they would be under
pressure to seek out different monetary policies. Other scholars warned that in the absence of
fiscal federalism—common taxation and policies to absorb regional disturbances—monetary
union in Europe would be on thin ice (Eichengreen, 1990).
In 1998, Jeffrey Frankel and Andrew Rose advanced exactly the opposite thesis: optimum currency areas might well be “endogenous.” That is, as regional trade and specialization
increased, so would private and public risk-sharing,1 thus reducing the likelihood of asymmetric economic shocks (Frankel and Rose, 1998). Drawing on evidence from twenty countries’
bilateral trade and business cycles over thirty years, they found that, regardless of specialization, greater intensity of trade led to more, not less, symmetric business cycles. Hence they
predicted that “continued European trade liberalization can be expected to result in more
tightly correlated European business cycles, making a common European currency both more
likely and more desirable” (Frankel and Rose, 1997, p. 754). Kalemli-Ozcan, Sørensen, and
Yosha (2005, p. 76) supported the Frankel-Rose endogeneity thesis, conjecturing that a common currency would facilitate further risk-sharing amongst member countries, “for instance,
by increasing the international diversification of mutual funds through removing the costs of
currency hedging and through greater transparency.” The European project is widely seen as
the litmus test for OCA theory in particular and, more generally, whether monetary unions
are feasible over the long-term (Eichengreen, 1992; Kalemli-Ozcan, Sørensen, and Yosha,
2001). Whether Europe succumbs to asymmetric economic hardship or effectively spreads
risk among sectors and geography reveals the extent to which deep economic cooperation
1

Risks are shared privately through portfolio adjustments, e.g. by major banks and institutional investors, that hedge against any regionally-specific shock; publicly (and so far within states, not among
them) by automatic transfers (e.g. unemployment insurance), deposit insurance, and implicit guarantees.
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among sovereign governments is sustainable.
This longstanding debate yields the following empirical expectations. If OCA skeptics
are correct, the more specialized the Union’s or a member state’s regions, the more exposed
it will be to an asymmetric economic shock and the worse will be their subsequent economic
performance. Conversely, if the most specialized regions tended to fare no better or worse
than their less-specialized counterparts, then it may be correct that OCAs are endogenous,
effectively sharing risk across regions.
As the European nations moved to adopt the common currency, some anticipated risks of
asymmetric shocks and for reasons economic and otherwise, opted to remain outside of the
Eurozone. The result of this multifaceted decision by member states—it was surely no less
political and cultural than economic— is that the European Union evolved into a two-tiered
system (Garrett, 1995). All governments maintained their commitment to free trade and
the specialization in production it generates, but only some accepted the benefits and risks
associated with adopting a common currency. In this respect, the EU can be thought of
as a decisive experiment on the role of shared monetary policy (Rose and Van Wincoop,
2001). This significant compromise may have critically enabled deep cooperation among a
broader range of member states than would have been possible if all members were beholden
to the same commitments (Gilligan, 2004). Skeptics, however, drew attention to fragility of
this arrangement. When different states accept different levels of integration, EU institutions
would be unable to smooth out asymmetric shocks across states by redistributing funds from
wealthier to poorer states; the EU would fall far short of fiscal federalism (see Pollack (2005)
for an overview).
When the financial crisis began, few people anticipated how rapidly and comprehensively
it would permeate Europe’s economy. By the end of 2009, real GDP across Europe dropped
by four per cent, the sharpest contraction in its history and the deepest recession since the
1930’s (Europeană, 2009). It displayed exactly the features that critics of the Eurozone
feared. First, the crisis was largely unforeseen and sudden. Following a stock market plunge
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in the United States, the downturn rapidly spread through Europe’s financial sector and
then the economy at large, precipitating a significant downturn in production. Second, the
geographical regions in the EU were differently affected, as were different sectors within
the economy. Third, the downturn was too severe for the member states to mobilize a
rapid coordinated response. Brussels, whose revenues only slightly exceed one per cent
of the European Union’s GDP, simply lacked the means to carry out significant transfers
among member states. Indeed the insufficiency of a coordinated response became evident
in the following years. EU bureaucracy undertook greater economic policy surveillance and
supervision of the financial sector (e.g. Hodson 2011; Bauer and Becker 2014) but the scale of
the reforms was limited. Thus the suddenness, asymmetry, and intractability of the financial
crisis were precisely the sort of shock that risked unraveling the European Monetary Union
in particular.
This leads to a second empirical expectation. If the Eurozone heightened member states’
vulnerability to asymmetric shocks, then, all else equal, Eurozone membership should be
associated with an especially severe contraction in production following a shock. Conversely,
if members of the European Monetary Union fared equally to or better than their non-EMU
counterparts, then the two-tiered system is a durable arrangement.
How well the EU endured the financial crisis has broader lessons for scholars of international organization. First, it highlights the extent to which shared monetary policy and
integrated markets can be sustained despite disparate fiscal policy and national sovereignty
(Rodrik, 2000). Governments can achieve durable cooperation on monetary issues and sustain free trade without ceding control over other key aspects of economic policy. It also
speaks to the importance of distributional conflicts in EU enlargement (Schneider, 2009).
With the admission of new members, particularly in Eastern Europe, the risk of asymmetric shock has been heightened. To the extent that the EU has weathered a severe crisis
with a two-tiered system, the experience bodes well for differentiated integration, i.e. where
different accession terms allow for trade-offs both between countries and across issue areas.
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Finally, EU performance under asymmetric shocks highlights the extent to which governments can maintain their commitment to integration in times of hardship. Few studies have
assessed the durability of international agreements (Gray and Kucik 2017 and Gray 2018
are noteworthy exceptions). Notwithstanding the future challenges from Britain’s planned
exit, the EU has emerged from the Great Recession largely intact; the events suggest that
cooperation in highly legalized international organizations can be self-reinforcing over time.

2

Data and Empirical Model

2.1

Measures of GDP Growth and Specialization

To assess the European Union’s vulnerability to asymmetric economic shocks, we assembled
an extensive dataset. Our main dependent variable is the one-year change in economic
output, the production from each sub-national region within the EU. We measure the change
in gross value added as ∆log(GDP )t to t+1 over a panel of years, 2000 to 2013.2 Sub-national
regions are measured at the NUTS-2 level reported by Eurostat,3 and distinguish among
seven sectors of production.4 Here, as in calculating the other variables, we separated or
combined industries in order to merge across data sources and fill in more complete data from
national sources, creating an extensive panel dataset observed annually beginning in 2000.5
Some member states joined the European Union after our sample commences: Cyprus,
Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Malta, Slovakia and Slovenia were officially admitted
in 2004 while Bulgaria and Romania joined in 2007. For these countries, the first year of
2

The first difference using the natural logarithm, log(GDP )t+1 − log(GDP )t , approximates a year-overyear percentage change.
3
Eight NUTS-2 regions are excluded from the analysis due to missing or insufficient data—France:
Guadalupe (FRA1), Martinique (FRA2), Guyane (FRA3), La Reunion (FRA4), Mayotte (FRA5); Spain
(autonomous islands): Ciudad Autonoma de Ceuta (ES63), Ciudad Autonoma de Melilla (ES64); Macedonia
(MK00).
4
Sectors included in this study are listed in Table 4.
5
We use national reports of value added data from Poland in calculating our main dependent and
explanatory variables; overnight interest rate data for Bulgaria, Croatia, Lithuania, Romania, and Slovakia;
and central bank balance sheet data for the eurozone, Bulgaria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia,
Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Sweden, and the United Kingdom.
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observation is the year of admission.
Thus our underlying data set consists of an imbalanced panel covering 27 countries, 293
regions, and seven sectors for each year from 2000 (or year of accession) through 2013 for a
total of 28,714 observations. We select this time-frame to focus specifically on the short–run
impact of the 2008-09 financial crisis. We end our sample with the 2012–2013 change in
GDP, but also examine abbreviated samples to ensure we are not confounding the financial
crisis with the sovereign debt crisis, a related but distinct economic event that subsequently
shook the EU.
Figure 1 illustrates the short–run impact of the financial crisis across NUTS-2 regions
in the EU. It displays the annual change in GDP from 2008 to 2009 for the regions in our
sample revealing the geographical variation. We focus on the 2008 to 2009 period for good
reason: it brought the sharpest contraction in GDP across the vast majority of EU regions.
Figure 2 justifies our choice of the shock year. Production in the EU fell by nearly 4.5%,
the most severe decline in the history of the institution. There was a slight rebound in the
ensuing year and then an approximate return to previous growth rates. Notably, the 2012–
2013 change in GDP was similar to trends in the immediate years preceding the crisis. This
dispels concern that our analysis is confounded by a second downturn from the sovereign
debt crisis; the 2008-9 shock was uniquely severe.
[Figures 1 and 2 here.]
Our objective is to test whether specialized regions were more susceptible to the EU-wide
economic shock than their more diversified counterparts. We define the shock as asymmetric
by the extent to which its severity differed across regions: this is measured by the interaction
between a region’s specialization and the shock term.
The first component of the interaction term and our most salient explanatory variable,
specialization, measures inter-sectoral heterogeneity within each region. We derive specialization from the same region- and sector-level data on GDP that inform our dependent
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variable. We follow convention in employing a Gini index of specialization, constructing an
“absolute Gini index” to measure the inter-sectoral heterogeneity within regions, which is
calculated by the standard Gini equation:
n
X
2
iyijt

Specializationjt =
n

i=1
n
X

−
yijt

n+1
,
n

(1)

i=1

where yijt represents region j’s value added—i.e., GDP—in sector i (i = 1, . . . , n, the sectors
ranked in ascending order) in year t as a share of total value added in that given region and
year. Specifically:
yijt =

GDPijt
n
X

.

(2)

GDPijt

i=1

Our measure summarizes the sectoral variation and produces a panel dataset consisting
of 3308 country-year observations. The absolute Gini index remains quite stable over our
sample 2000 to 2013 rising by merely half a per cent in that period with no interruption
from the 2008-09 crisis. The variation among regions also remained steady.6
Figure 3 displays geographical variation in specialization. The core countries—e.g., UK,
France, Germany, and Benelux—tend to exhibit high specialization: regional GDP originates
from a few sectors. By contrast, “peripheral” countries—e.g., Spain, Portugal, Greece, Ireland, Romania, and Bulgaria—are much more diversified. Specialization varies substantially
across countries and regions within those countries; but, as noted earlier, it varies little,
either in aggregate or within any given region, throughout the years in our sample.
The absolute Gini index is only one of several possible ways to measure specialization.
As a robustness check, we also calculate a “relative Gini index” to measure the inter-sectoral
heterogeneity between regions in the EU (Dixon and Woodley, 1987) and found them to

6

The mean Gini in 2000 was 0.366, in 2013 0.386. Over the same period, the median displayed only a
minor increase from 0.365 to 0.384, while the standard deviation remained steady at 0.066.
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produce nearly identical results. Nonetheless, following Aiginger and Rossi-Hansberg (2006),
we prefer to use the absolute Gini over the relative Gini index because the latter is unstable
for small countries.7
Our second explanatory variable, shock, is a simple indicator that equals one in the year
2008 and zero otherwise. As clearly depicted in Figure 2, 2008 brought a uniquely severe
decline in production. The decision to classify 2008 as the shock year is further validated by
time trends in trade, which reveal a significant drop in demand (see Appendix). The acute
drop in demand confirms that the crisis quickly spread throughout the economy and was by
no means limited to the financial sector. In robustness checks, we alternatively use for our
shock variable (a) an indicator for the years 2008 and 2009 and (b) a continuous shock using
a Hodrick-Prescott filter trend in GDP at the regional level. These alternative measures
account for the possibility that the crisis deepened over the following year(s).
[Figure 3 here.]
In summary, we test whether the most specialized regions were most vulnerable to the
2008 economic shock. If specialization produced greater asymmetry in the downturn, we
would expect to observe either that ∆GDP correlated negatively, or that its variance increased, with the interaction of specialization and shock.

2.2

Multilevel Model

To evaluate the first, and in our view more important, possibility, we model a linear relationship between the financial crisis and specialization on the one hand, and economic
performance on the other. The baseline specification is a multilevel model that estimates

7

The relative Gini index was developed as a “bootstrapping” technique by Dixon and Woodley (1987),
modified by Damgaard and Weiner (2000), and critiqued by Palan (2010). The relative and absolute measures
are inversely correlated (−0.22). Aiginger and Rossi-Hansberg (2006) argue that Gini indices, in general,
are known to be skewed by the shares in the middle of the distribution and recommend measuring the share
of the largest three industries in a region. Accordingly, we calculated the sector share and find that it
correlates well with the absolute measure (+0.96).
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both “pooled” and country-specific effects. The “pooled” portion estimates the mean relationship over all countries; “unpooled” effects distinguish the weighted means of regions within
countries, as well as the country random intercepts and coefficients. Our baseline model is:

∆ log GDPt to t+1 =β1 (Specializationt × Shock) + β2 Specializationt + β3 Shock+
βn Controlst + µ0[k] + µ1[k] (Specializationt × Shock) + ηt[k]

where µ0[k] allows countries k ∈ 1, 2, ...27 to have different intercepts. Random intercepts
control for unobserved country-level factors. Parameters µ1[k] model heterogeneity by allowing slopes to vary by country. The multilevel model captures the structure of time series
NUTS-2 panels nested within countries; it isolates how countries experienced strain from
asymmetric shocks. To mitigate simple endogeneity, we include a one-year lead on the dependent variable.The interaction term captures the joint effect of the recessionary shock and
specialization in 2008—i.e. an asymmetric shock—on GDP growth from 2008 to 2009.

2.3

Control Variables

Our analysis controls for factors that make regions and countries more likely to specialize,
and therefore more likely to experience asymmetric shocks. These include selection into the
Eurozone, monetary and fiscal policy, trade integration, institutional and partisan conditions,
and finally, demographics and productivity.
Membership in the Monetary Union reflects—and is thought to reinforce—a country’s
economic specialization. Eurozone members have accepted certain Maastricht “convergence
criteria” including constraints on their fiscal policy. At the same time, the coordination
of policies mandated by Eurozone membership likely affects economic performance beyond
what might be predicted by specialization alone. We control for Eurozone status in all
specifications using a simple indicator that varies by country and year.8 Comparing EMU
8

The indicator equals one for every year a country is an EMU member. A number of countries did not
become EMU members until the middle of our sample: Slovenia (2007), Cyprus (2008), Slovakia (2009), and
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members to non-members, we assess whether membership status is associated with worse
economic performance.
Second, we control for pre-crisis policies that might make countries more vulnerable to an
economic shock. Among non-Eurozone countries, there was significant variation in interest
rates. Countries that maintained high interests rates in the years before the crisis were
better positioned to absorb the shock with expansionary monetary policy—central banks
cannot offer a strong response when rates are already low. Countries whose currencies were
fixed (within a bound) to the euro displayed lower interest rates and were ill-equipped to
address the shock. We therefore control for the use of a floating or fixed exchange rate and,
in robustness checks, consider interest rate fluctuations.9
A third set of controls are social and fiscal policies that might predict resilience to asymmetric shocks. Our chief proxy for social protection is the generosity of unemployment
benefits measured as the wage replacement rate.10 Countries with more generous safety nets
are thought to better absorb the negative effects of an economic downturn. Also entering
our analysis are a country’s core government spending and social transfers, each measured
as a proportion of national GDP.
Fourth, we consider trade with other member states of the EU, measured as the given
country’s exports to other EU members as a portion of national GDP.11 Trade integration
is sometimes seen as stimulant to private risk-sharing (again, see Frankel and Rose 1998;
Kalemli-Ozcan, Sørensen, and Yosha 2005). The more firms rely on markets outside their
immediate regions, and the more value chains span different member states within the EU,
the less sensitive any single region may be to an economic shock. In this respect, trade
integration might offset vulnerability from specialization. We note that although intra-EU
Estonia (2011). We account for them during and after the crisis. As a robustness check we also drop these
countries from the sample; the key results remain.
9
We also consider the “aggressiveness” of monetary policy as measured by reductions in the interest rate
and the expansion of central bank balance sheets.
10
Unemployment benefits are measured as the initial net rate of wage replacement for an average-income
earner. This variable is preferable to unemployment benefit spending, which is endogenous to the downturn.
11
While related studies have examined bilateral and intra-industry trade data, national aggregate trade
flows are sufficiently granular for our purposes.
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exports vary cross-nationally, they remain stable over time for core EU members. Only
among the newer members has trade intensified. We expect that—all else equal—countries
with more intra-EU exports experience less severe asymmetric shocks. A robust positive coefficient on trade, independent of specialization, would lend support for the Frankel and Rose
(1998) assertion that private risk sharing through trade integration reduces shock asymmetry.
Other controls are standard predictors for economic output: the population density and
per-employee productivity measured at the sub-national region level by year. Again, we
supplement Eurostat records with information from national databases. One might expect
a more densely-populated region to have a stronger urban core with a mobile and adaptable
labor force and hence be better able to withstand the shock; while a region with lower preshock labor productivity (i.e., lower GDP per employee) might be more vulnerable to firm
turnover (Melitz and Ottaviano, 2008). In some specifications, we control for the duration
of EU membership and the one-year changes in EU-wide GDP.12 In others, we consider also
the regional unemployment rate, the proportion of the working age population reported as
unemployed.13
Necessarily, some expansion of government spending occurred in the Great Recession
and, in an extension to our main analysis, we look at several such factors. The European
Commission was greatly concerned with “fiscal space,” or the ability of governments to run
temporary fiscal deficits without threatening their public finances or external positions (Europeană, 2009). The size of the response was limited in countries with large public debts and
vulnerable current account positions.14 Thus to the extent they could, some governments
quickly responded by extending assistance to banks. The European Investment Bank also
participated in “bailouts” by extending loans.15 We account for each kind of outlay, measured
12

This is measured ∆ log(EU GDP)t to t+1 , approximately the one-year percentage change.
This is the portion of the population, ages 20 to 64, seeking work.
14
Additionally, countries with high specialization in the public sector require large core government expenditures that may limit the fiscal space available to respond to surprise downturns. In robustness checks,
we controlled for public sector specialization.
15
The EIB lends to private firms for the purposes of European integration, private and financial sector development, infrastructure development, energy security, and environmental sustainability. During the crisis,
most loans to EU member states were in energy (Belgium, Czech Republic, Finland, France, Italy, Luxem13
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as a share of GDP. Despite the political import of these fiscal responses, their scale paled in
comparison to efforts implemented by the United States. To the extent that the “bailout”
efforts were endogenous to the depth of the shock, we expect them to be modest enough in
magnitude that they did little to counteract the asymmetry.
Of course, these measures were not the only responses governments mustered. To assess
the capacity and motivations to respond to asymmetric shocks, we turn to political controls:
institutional and partisan factors. Whether the voting system is majoritarian or proportional
is thought to impact the form of intervention. Electoral systems have long been understood
to shape the allocation of limited government resources, especially under times of economic
hardship (Lijphart, 1984; Rogowski, 1987; Rogowski and Kayser, 2002). Countries with proportional representation might direct more spending (or protection) to distressed areas, thus
mitigating regional disparities. Majoritarian systems, by contrast, target regions with the
greatest political leverage (“swing” districts), potentially exaggerating inter-regional disparities in the wake of any downturn. We control for whether the incumbent government leans
to the left, center, or right (Beck et al., 2001). It is reasonable to suppose that left- and
center-leaning governments would intervene more strongly than conservative ones. Institutional and partisan controls should affect change in value added primarily via their impact
on targeted government spending.
Summary statistics for all variables and cross-correlations are provided in the Appendix.

3
3.1

Effect of Asymmetric Shocks on Economic Performance
Regional Specialization

Did specialization exacerbate the ill-effects of the crisis? To test this central question, we
examine multilevel linear regressions of the yearly change in GDP on our first measure
bourg, Netherlands, Poland, Romania), manufacturing (Germany, Hungary, Italy, Portugal), construction
(Austria, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, UK), the financial sector (Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Greece, Hungary,
Ireland, Poland, Slovakia), and the public sector (Spain).
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of the asymmetric shock, i.e. the interaction between shock and specialization. We
find that asymmetric shocks are not the culprit: specialized regions within countries fared
approximately as well as their more diversified counterparts.
First, consider the pooled estimates presented in Table 1. For statistical reasons, we must
restrict this sample to the subset of EU countries with at least four NUTS-2 regions.16 We
find no significant effect. Had asymmetric shocks provoked more severe declines in GDP, we
would have observed a significant negative effect on the interaction term. This null effect
appears whether we use a binary indicator for the shock year (Table 1(1)) or a continuous
measure of the shock’s severity (Table 1(2)). The decline in regional GDP during this time
was dramatic, with some regions experiencing as much as a 14 per cent fall in a single year,
and the most substantial burden was borne by Eurozone countries.
[Table 1 here.]
Did specialization have any bearing at all on regional economic performance? To evaluate this possibility, we expand the model by introducing a series of control variables. Table
1(3) includes economic and fiscal controls. Productivity per employee will tend to be higher
in regions dominated by high-tech manufacturing, financial services, etc. and indeed these
regions that had the most to lose declined significantly. Conversely, trade integration appears to have mitigated regional economic contractions; the more export-oriented a state’s
economy, the more comfortably it could rely on demand outside its national borders and the
better it fared. Social transfers—as a share of a country’s GDP—grew steadily over the sample period, displaying little deviation from the trend during the crisis year. Social spending
was associated with worse economic performance, suggesting that this form of government
outlays did little to buoy hard-hit regions. Unemployment benefits, measured as the average
percentage of wage replacement each claimant receives, is not a significant predictor. Table
16

The restricted sample consists of: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, Czech Rep., Germany, Denmark, Greece,
Spain, Finland, France, Hungary, Italy, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Sweden, Slovakia, and
United Kingdom. Omitted from the restricted sample are countries with three or fewer nuts-2 regionsResults
are robust if we vary the threshold for number of NUTS-2 regions.
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1(4) shows that the electoral system has little bearing on economic performance.17 Right
leaning governments are associated with less severe economic contractions, although this
tendency hinges on a small number of observations.
One might argue that the full brunt of the financial crisis was not felt immediately;
that there was a delay between the asymmetric shock and decline in GDP. We checked this
possibility by varying the temporal lag and confirmed that the downturn did emerge within
one year, as originally posited in our statistical model.
Focusing on the variation across countries, Figure 4 shows the country-effects of shock×
specialization corresponding to Table 1(3). In six of the nineteen countries we were able
to examine—Poland, Romania, Sweden, Hungary, Czech Republic, and the UK—the more
specialized regions experienced especially severe declines in GDP. Otherwise, specialization
was either associated with better outcomes (ten countries, including such “peripheral” member states as Spain, Italy, Portugal, and Greece) or made no difference (three countries) The
country-level heterogeneity is hardly trivial: the standard deviation in random effects on the
interaction term markedly exceeds that of the pooled effect.
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As we suggest below, some

of the heterogeneity can be attributed to the specific sectors in which countries specialized.
[Figure 4 here.]
Notably, all of the countries in which greater regional specialization was associated with
worse regional outcomes were ones that retained their own currencies—i.e., were not members
of the Eurozone. While membership in the monetary union was associated with slower
economic growth over the whole period, we see in Table 2 that, during the crisis, it predicts
better (or, at least, less bad) outcomes. This is consistent with the idea that use of a common
currency encourages—perhaps at the cost of weaker over-time growth—the development of
risk-sharing mechanisms that can cushion the shock of a downturn. We explore this issue in
17

We checked also the degree of district proportionality and additional categories of electoral system
(mixed, SMD, PR, STV). None generated significant results.
18
Using both 2008 and 2009 as the shock years yields similar effects. The standard deviation in random
effects on the interaction term is 0.039; that of the pooled effect −0.026.
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greater detail below.
[Table 2 here.]
It might still be the case, of course, that more specialized regions, even though they
generally survived the shock better, exhibited also a greater diversity of responses: the
classic “rust belt vs. sun belt” asymmetry. We turn now to that possibility, asking (a) to
what extent more diversified regions diverged from EU-wide trends, and (b) how much they
diverged from the average response within their own country?

3.2

Regional Deviations

Thus far, we have focused on the impact of specialization and the shock on changes in regional
GDP. One might argue that asymmetry would manifest itself not in the average response of
more specialized regions but instead in how much regions deviated from that average. An
adverse shock might elicit no worse, or better, average response among specialized regions
but more divergent responses, with some performing well and others badly; more diversified
regions’ response would be more uniform. To assess this possibility, we consider the extent
to which NUTS-2 regions’ performance deviated from EU-wide and own-country trends.
While it may seem counterintuitive, we conjecture from the Frankel-Rose perspective
that deviations will have been greater within than across countries. Within countries, governments construct extensive mechanisms for public risk-sharing and regions can specialize
without much private sharing of risk. Across countries, the overall EU architecture of governance is far too weak19 to permit any reliance on public risk-sharing; hence regions can only
specialize to the extent that private parties hedge against EU-wide risk.
Our logic here is similar to that famously propounded by Estevez-Abe et al. (2001) with
respect to firm- and sector-specific production. Individual specialization is rational where
generous welfare states insure against obsolescence of specific skills, and in less generous
19

The EU budget amounts to less than 1 per cent of EU GDP, while the average member state controls
over 40 per cent of its GDP.
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regimes individuals will insure against that risk by developing more general skills. Analogously, we expect that regions will tend to specialize within countries only to the extent
that their domestic governments provide mechanisms of public risk-sharing, i.e. state aid to
regions encountering hard times, and that extensive public risk-sharing will reduce incentives
of firms to privately share risk by diversifying production and regional reliance. The difference will manifest during a sharp economic contraction. Under reliable public risk-sharing,
specialized individuals or regions will exhibit highly varying responses; where risks are shared
only privately, the response even of specialized individuals or regions will vary less.
We first define the deviation in regional performance as the absolute value of the
difference between a region’s growth rate in a specific year and that of the average EU
region in the same year:

Deviation in GDPj,t to t+1 = |∆ log GDPj,t to t+1 − ∆ log GDPEU,t to t+1 |

(3)

Similarly, we compare each region’s growth rate to the average rate of all regions in its
own country, again taking the absolute value of the difference. The calculation is almost the
same as Equation 3 except that the reference group is the country—e.g., Central London’s
deviation from UK-wide growth rate.
Using both measures of regional deviation, we implement a series of regression models.
Table 3 presents the results. The first two columns use the full sample of countries and
random effects, comparing regional GDP growth to EU-wide GDP growth. Relative to
EU performance, specialized regions tended on average to endure a less severe economic
contraction. The positive coefficient on specialization indicates that specialized regions
differed more from EU-wide trends in non-shock years. The interaction with shock is not
statistically significant: specialized regions deviated neither more nor less from EU-wide
GDP growth during the crisis.
Economic integration, on the other hand, as measured by the home country’s reliance on
exports to other member states, is associated with greater convergence to EU-wide trends:
20

the more integrated regions are with countries other than their own, the more their economies
rise and fall together—i.e., exhibit more synchronous business cycles.
[Table 3 here.]
In Table 3, the third and fourth columns use the restricted sample of countries—only
those with at least four NUTS-2 regions—and compare regions’ change in GDP to the average
trend within their own countries. Because our latter dependent variable accounts for country
averages, we omit from these models country effects. Again, the more specialized a region,
the more it deviated even in non-crisis years from the central tendency within its own country;
but the significant positive coefficients on the interaction terms show that, during the crisis,
the specialized regions deviated even more. This suggests that the greater public risk-sharing
provided by member states to their own regions permits less private risk-sharing and, in a
crisis, greater within-country variance in regions’ economic performance.

4
4.1

Robustness
Sectoral Effects

Our results show asymmetric shocks were far from the hazard they are purported to be.
While regional specialization per se was associated on average, and in most countries, with
better outcomes, the sector in which a region specialized also mattered. We suggest here that
sectoral effects explain a great deal of the regional variation across, and even more within,
countries. Table 4 displays the EU-wide loss in value-added in each of the seven sectors
we consider. Clearly agriculture, manufacturing, and construction suffered most, the public
sector least. This global measure however fails to capture the impact at the regional level,
not least because some sectors constituted so small (agriculture), or so regionally uniform
(public administration), a share of total production. Hence we replicate the multivariate
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regression of the preceding analysis, but include instead of the overall Gini of specialization
the shares of regional production in sector i in year t, yitspecialization (see Equation 2 above).
[Table 4 here.]
We evaluate the change in GDP as a function of specialization in each of the sectors.
Because sector shares are compositional, we exclude sector A (agriculture) as the reference
category. Country random intercepts are included, as is a dummy variable indicating Eurozone membership. Instead of using an interaction between regional specialization (here,
in a specific sector) and the adverse shock, we disaggregate the analysis by year. This enables a fine-grained comparison of sector performance in the years leading up to, during, and
following the Great Recession.
[Figure 5 here.]
Figure 5 shows the estimated effect of specialization in each sector by year with 0.95 confidence intervals.20 The year in which the recession began shows a distinctive downturn for
most sectors. Regions specialized in manufacturing (sector C), vehicles and transportation
(G-J) were hardest hit, while those whose value-added came chiefly from finance, insurance,
real estate, legal services, or accounting (K-N) weathered the storm better than most. Regions with extensive public sectors (O-U) emerged relatively unscathed. Eurozone members
experienced slightly better outcomes in 2008 and somewhat worse outcomes immediately
after.
Sectoral differences help to explain the cross-country heterogeneity that we have observed.21 In the UK, for example, the manufacturing regions of northern England were
devastated to an extent that outweighed the relatively robust response of central London’s
focus on financial and legal services. Here, specialization overall was associated with worse
20

For simplicity, we only present coefficients for years 2006 through 2011; years before and after display
similar patterns.
21
This inference is strengthened by the low standard deviation on the country-intercepts and residuals in
the regression results, see appendix.
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outcomes. In Austria, Belgium, and France, on the other hand, many of the most specialized
regions focused heavily on the relatively unscathed public sector or on even more resilient
financial, legal, or private administrative services: specialization per se was associated in
these countries with better outcomes.
The sectoral analysis illuminates the likely importance of private risk-sharing within the
Eurozone. Take, as a particularly stark example, the contrast between the UK and Italy.
Above, Figure 1 showed the extent of regional devastation in the UK, versus the relatively
mild regional differences (and the overall shallower downturn) in Italy. Italy’s regions are
hardly less specialized than those of the UK, as shown in Figure 3. Figure 6 demonstrates
that Italy’s regions, especially the “Industrial Triangle” of Milan, Turin, and Genoa, are
more highly specialized in manufacturing than all but a few isolated areas of the UK. That
regional differences in economic outcomes that the shock inflicted on the UK were far greater
suggests, at least, that Italy had developed better mechanisms for risk-sharing, either public
or private, than had the UK. Given the UK’s deserved reputation for strong and efficient
rule—as it has often been styled, “the smack of firm government”—this surprises. Yet, had the
British government provided more robust public risk-sharing through aid to ailing portions
of the economy, its specialized regions would have been better insulated. So what were the
mechanisms of public risk-sharing, both inside and outside of the Eurozone?
[Figure 6 here.]

4.2

Public Risk-Sharing

While it is possible that the states where specialized regions survived better simply possessed
superior mechanisms for the public sharing of inter-regional risk, we find no such evidence.
First, fiscal stimulus could be targeted to the most impacted regions. We considered above
the longer-term associations between regional growth and such macroeconomic policies as
core government spending, social transfers, and EIB loans to banks. Only core government
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spending exhibited a positive association with regional GDP growth, and that association
was likely endogenous.
Monetary policy would be a blunter instrument but, if the central banks of the nonEurozone countries had failed to act, their worst-affected regions could have suffered the
most. In the immediate crisis, the EU Commission indeed endeavored to co-ordinate a
fiscal stimulus as part of its European Economic Recovery Program (European Commission,
2009, p. 67ff), but member states differed significantly in the extent of their response.22 In
2009, stimulus as a share of GDP was largest in several of the countries whose specialized
regions did worst (notably the UK, Sweden, and the Czech Republic); the same held true
in 2010, where some of the biggest stimuli were enacted by Poland, Sweden, and (again)
the Czech Republic. These stimuli may of course simply have targeted the wrong regions;
but it hardly appears that the poor performance of specialized regions in such countries as
the UK (where the negative association was strongest) owed to a lack of fiscal stimulus; nor
was the strong performance of more specialized regions in cases like France, Belgium, or the
Netherlands—all of whose stimuli were well below the EU average—a result of targeted fiscal
intervention.
Variations in monetary policy also explain little. While the ECB was notoriously slow
to respond, waiting several years to launch any form of quantitative easing (Irwin, 2013,
pp. 382-3), it is hardly the case that the independent central banks of the non-Eurozone
countries did worse. Indeed, the Bank of England and the Swedish Riksbank were among
the quickest to act, increasing their balance sheets by approximately 3.0 and 3.4 times,
respectively, by the end of 2008. As we show in the Appendix, aggressive monetary policy—
in particular, quantitative easing—ameliorated the shock, but we find no evidence that it
either exacerbated or dampened the downturn in economically specialized regions.
Finally, existing “social safety net” mechanisms, such as unemployment insurance, might
22

See, e.g., Graph III.2.7 “Fiscal Stimulus in 2009” and Graph III.2.8 “Fiscal Stimulus in 2010” for an
illustration of the variance in fiscal responses to the shock, with the U.S. included as a reference point
(European Commission, 2009, pp. 67-8).
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be expected to alleviate regional disparities in performance. We focus on the effects of
unemployment benefits, controlling for a region’s level of specialization and regional-level
unemployment rates in the preceding year. In essence: if two regions are equally specialized
and feature similar levels of unemployment at the outset, but one lies in a country with
generous benefits, the other in a stingier environment, does the first weather the shock better
than the second? The answer here becomes clear. While the overall level of social protection,
measured as social transfers (% GDP), appears to correlate with a deeper recession, more
generous unemployment benefits correlate with markedly better economic outcomes in the
immediate aftermath of the crisis.
Table 5 presents the results. Regions in countries that provided generous unemployment
benefits weathered the crisis significantly better, even if they suffered pervasive unemployment beforehand. All models in Table 5 use the restricted sample of countries with four or
more NUTS-2 regions and include country-specific slopes on specialization during the shock.
Models (4-6) also include random slopes on the 2008 regional unemployment rate to reflect
the myriad country-specific determinants in the immediate precursor to the crisis. Across all
models, specialization once again buoys, and previous unemployment persistently depresses,
regional performance. The basic controls are: years in EU, productivity, population density,
and intra-EU exports as a percentage of GDP. Political and fiscal control variables (not
shown), including social protection expenditures, display nearly the same effects as in the
analysis above.
[Table 5 here.]
Returning to our central question: can variations in public risk-sharing—i.e., in fiscal,
monetary, and social policy—account for the sharply different effects of specialization among
the member states of the EU? Our short answer is that they cannot. The cases of Sweden and
the UK suggest that fiscal stimulus did not shield specialized regions from the downturn; and,
while unconventional monetary policy (central bank asset purchases) went far to alleviate the
crisis, it did not affect the relationship between specialization and change in regional GDP.
25

Similarly, the strength of the social safety net, particularly the generosity of unemployment
benefits, ameliorated the shock to regions but does little to explain why specialization leads
to better regional outcomes in most countries but sharper downturns in a few. Accounting
for unemployment benefits during the crisis reduces the standard deviation in the countryspecific effects of specialization by only about 5 per cent (Table 1(1) to Table 5(1)).
The evidence suggests that public risk-sharing cannot explain why the specialized regions
within the Eurozone countries did better, or those outside the Eurozone worse. If anything,
those mechanisms were activated less vigorously within the Eurozone than outside it. Rather,
we surmise, the Eurozone’s specialized regions did so well chiefly because of deeper and more
resilient private sharing of risk, exactly along the lines that Frankel and Rose conjectured
two decades ago.

5

Discussion

Our results suggest that both the euro project and the EU more generally are Janus-faced.
While there can be no doubt that, at the country level, the euro often served as a “golden
straitjacket” that forced internal devaluation on such member states as Greece, Ireland, and
Portugal—and, as we see from the consistently negative coefficient on Eurozone membership
in Table 1, on regions within the Eurozone generally—it worked also, as the Maastricht
framers intended, to deepen interregional ties and to cushion specialized regions against
adverse economic shocks. Countries that maintained their own currencies likely did so, at
least in part, because they anticipated that their future shocks would deviate more from
the central tendency of the EU. In the severe shock of 2008-09, they could indeed adjust
more rapidly by devaluing externally. At the same time, their very flexibility may have
created a degree of moral hazard, encouraging highly specialized regions to rely on implicit
mechanisms of public risk-sharing that, in the event, proved inadequate. Specialized regions
within the Eurozone, and those who invested in them, had to hedge against the possibility
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of asymmetric shocks; and, on the evidence presented here, did so with some success.
We see that although both the EU and the Eurozone have fostered greater regional
specialization, those more specialized regions have neither suffered the most, nor experienced
outcomes that deviated more from the EU average, during the Great Recession. In the EU
as a whole, the most specialized regions actually survived the crisis much better than did
more diversified regional economies. Only in countries outside the Eurozone—notably in the
UK, Sweden, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Romania, and Poland—did the most specialized
regions experience a significantly sharper downturn. Nor can this have owed to any failure of
those member states to intervene fiscally or monetarily to meet the crisis. Most responded
more aggressively than did the EU on average, and in almost all cases more aggressively
than did the comparatively slothful European Central Bank. To be sure, manufacturing
suffered the worst downturn of all sectors; but over-specialization in manufacturing cannot
explain the negative relationship between specialization and outcomes in the non-Eurozone
states. Some Eurozone states’ regions were equally specialized in manufacturing, yet their
specialization was associated with nothing like the downturns that emerged in non-Eurozone
states, perhaps most sharply and ominously in the United Kingdom.23
While our findings are by no means conclusive, they tilt the balance toward support for
the Frankel-Rose hypothesis. The sharing of a common currency seems endogenously to
have brought the Eurozone closer to being an optimum currency area, one in which risksharing—almost certainly private, because public mechanisms remain weak—has allowed
the most specialized regions to survive an adverse shock better, and with less variance, than
ones with more diverse economies. Nonetheless, if the project of “ever closer union” is again
threatened by the kind of regional disparities (not to mention ruthless demagoguery) that
roiled the Brexit campaign, it seems far likelier to occur in a country that has not adopted
the common currency than in one that has.
Our results bode surprisingly well, despite current anxieties, for the future of the Euro23

On the relationship between regional economic decline and support for Brexit, see Zoega 2016.
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pean Union. They suggest that the EU’s novel approach to deep economic integration—a
two tiered arrangement that demands governments uniformly eliminate barriers to trade
while allow governments to elect whether or not to retain autonomy over monetary policy—
may be a sustainable compromise. It was precisely within member states of the Eurozone
that specialized regions experienced a more symmetric downturn; it was precisely in many
of the non-euro members of the EU that specialized regions experienced worse, and more
asymmetric, shocks. The former had to rely on a slow and meager response from the European Central Bank; the latter governments enjoyed greater freedom to move quickly to
buffer the shock. Far from tearing the EU apart, the Great Recession of 2008-9 illuminated
the extent to which the international organization is incentive compatible: as member states
have committed to more encompassing European obligations and their markets have become
more integrated, they seem to have gained resiliency.
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Table 1: Multilevel Regression of Change in GDP on Asymmetric Shock
Percentage Change in GDP

Specialization×Shock
Specialization
Shock
Eurozone

t to t+1

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

0.015
(0.067)
0.015
(0.014)
−0.109∗∗∗
(0.019)
−0.037∗∗∗
(0.007)

−0.243
(0.355)
0.015
(0.013)
−0.925∗∗∗
(0.126)
−0.032∗∗∗
(0.007)

−0.015
(0.067)
0.058∗∗
(0.019)
−0.100∗∗∗
(0.019)
−0.038∗∗∗
(0.011)
−0.024∗∗∗
(0.005)
0.001
(0.001)
0.022∗∗∗
(0.006)
0.010
(0.012)
−0.065∗∗∗
(0.011)
−0.025
(0.025)

0.008
(0.080)
0.015
(0.020)
−0.116∗∗∗
(0.023)
−0.036∗∗∗
(0.009)
−0.022∗∗∗
(0.005)
0.001
(0.001)
0.019∗∗
(0.006)

−0.022
(0.066)
0.058∗∗∗
(0.018)
−0.007
(0.019)
−0.037∗∗∗
(0.008)
−0.023∗∗∗
(0.004)
0.001
(0.001)
0.084∗∗∗
(0.005)

Productivity†
Population Density†
Intra-EU Exports‡
Core Govt. Spending‡
Social Transfers‡
Unemployment Benefits

0.003
(0.025)
−0.019∗∗∗
(0.005)
−0.007∗∗∗
(0.002)
0.004
(0.002)
−0.004
(0.002)

Majoritarian
Center Govt.
Left Govt.
Govt. Assistance to Banks‡
EIB Loans‡
∆EU GDP†t to t+1

1.120∗∗∗
(0.054)
−0.020∗∗∗
(0.002)

Years in EU
Shock
Observations
Countries
Log Likelihood
Std. Dev.: (Intercept)
Std. Dev.: Shock×Spec.

Binary
3308
19
5508

Continuous
3308
19
5624

Binary
2794
19
4853

Binary
2796
18
4728

Binary
3089
19
5399

0.023
0.184

0.024
0.329

0.039
0.192

0.042
0.213

0.085
0.187

Note: ∗∗∗ p < 0.001, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗ p < 0.05. All models include country random intercepts
and slopes on interaction term. † Logged units. ‡ Share of GDP, logged units. Continuous
measure of shock in Model (2) uses HP filter trend in NUTS-2 GDP.
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Table 2: Multilevel Regression of Change in GDP on Asymmetric Shock and
Eurozone×Shock
Percentage Change in GDP
(1)

(2)

0.100
(0.019)
−0.049∗∗∗
(0.014)
−0.012
(0.060)
0.072∗∗∗
(0.020)
−0.158∗∗∗
(0.021)

0.137∗∗∗
(0.021)
−0.071∗∗∗
(0.020)
0.071
(0.062)
0.040∗
(0.020)
−0.209∗∗∗
(0.026)

No
No
No

Yes
No
No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes

Observations
Countries
Log Likelihood

3308
19
5,514

2882
19
4,847

2882
19
4,874

2703
19
4,686

SD (Intercept)
SD Specialization×Shock

0.000
0.126

0.084
0.126

0.114
0.126

0.110
0.114

Specialization×Shock
Specialization
Shock
Basic controls?
Fiscal controls?
Political controls?

∗∗∗

(4)

0.092
(0.019)
−0.048∗∗∗
(0.013)
−0.014
(0.060)
0.062∗∗
(0.020)
−0.148∗∗∗
(0.021)

Eurozone

∗∗∗

(3)

0.097
(0.019)
−0.033∗∗∗
(0.007)
0.001
(0.059)
0.017
(0.014)
−0.154∗∗∗
(0.020)

Eurozone×Shock

∗∗∗

t to t+1

Note: ∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01. All models include country random
intercepts and slopes on interaction term. Basic controls are years in EU,
productivity, population density, and intra-EU exports as a percentage of GDP.
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Table 3: Linear Regression of Regional Deviation in GDP on Asymmetric Shock
Regional Deviation in ∆GDP†t to t+1
Relative to EU
(1)

(2)

Relative to Country
(3)

(4)

−0.025
(0.027)
0.047∗∗∗
(0.009)
0.034∗∗
(0.010)
−0.006
(0.005)
−0.002∗∗
(0.001)
−0.026∗∗∗
(0.003)

−0.053
(0.033)
0.038∗∗
(0.013)
0.046∗∗∗
(0.013)
−0.009
(0.006)
−0.002
(0.001)
−0.040∗∗∗
(0.004)
−0.033
(0.033)
−0.020∗∗∗
(0.003)
−0.002
(0.001)
0.002
(0.003)
−0.000
(0.001)
−0.026∗∗
(0.009)
0.036∗∗∗
(0.008)
−0.012∗∗∗
(0.002)
−0.000
(0.002)
0.010∗∗∗
(0.003)

0.046
(0.013)
0.011∗∗
(0.004)
−0.012∗
(0.005)
−0.004∗∗∗
(0.000)
−0.003∗∗∗
(0.000)
−0.001∗
(0.000)

0.050∗∗
(0.016)
0.022∗∗∗
(0.006)
−0.014∗
(0.006)
−0.004∗∗∗
(0.001)
−0.004∗∗∗
(0.000)
0.001
(0.001)
0.001
(0.001)
−0.001
(0.001)
0.001
(0.001)
0.001
(0.001)
−0.001∗
(0.000)
−0.000
(0.002)
−0.005∗∗
(0.002)
−0.001
(0.001)
−0.001
(0.001)
0.001∗∗
(0.000)

Sample
Country effects?

Full
Random

Full
Random

Restricted
No

Restricted
No

Observations
Countries
Log Likelihood

3450
27
7265

3450
24
6115

2871
19
–

2871
18
–

Std. Dev. (Intercept)

0.026

0.052

–

–

Specialization×Shock
Specialization
Shock
Eurozone
GDP†t
Intra-EU Exports‡
SMD◦
Center Govt.
Left Govt.
Productivity†
Population Density†
Core Govt. Spending‡
Social Transfers‡
Govt. Assistance to Banks‡
EIB Loans‡
Years in EU

∗∗∗

∗∗∗

p < 0.001, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗ p < 0.05. All specifications use pooled and country
random intercepts, not shown. † Logged units. ‡ Share of GDP, logged units.
◦
Electoral system is majoritarian or STV.
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Table 4: Average Regional Decline in Sector Value Added, 2008 to 2009

Code

NACE Sectors

% Change GDP

A

Agriculture, forestry, and fishing.

–14.80

B,D,E

Mining, quarrying, electricity, gas, and water supply.

C

Manufacturing.

–14.34

F

Construction.

–9.29

G-J

Transportation, hotels, publishing, audiovisual, telecommunications and information technology.

–4.20

K-N

Finance, insurance and real estate; legal, management, architecture and engineering activities; scientific research; administrative services.

–2.93

O-U

Public administration and defense; education, health care and social work;
arts, entertainment and recreation.

2.38
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Table 5: Multilevel Regression of Change in GDP on Asymmetric Shock and Unemployment
Benefits×Shock
Percentage Change in GDP

t to t+1

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

0.134
(0.086)
−0.045∗
(0.023)
−0.014
(0.066)
0.001
(0.016)
−0.181∗∗∗
(0.055)
−0.041∗
(0.022)

0.133∗
(0.078)
−0.033
(0.026)
−0.030
(0.064)
0.061∗∗∗
(0.020)
−0.179∗∗∗
(0.050)
−0.051∗∗
(0.024)
−0.081∗∗∗
(0.014)

0.144∗
(0.075)
−0.055∗∗
(0.027)
−0.028
(0.073)
0.043∗∗
(0.021)
−0.193∗∗∗
(0.052)
−0.091∗∗∗
(0.024)

0.157∗
(0.090)
−0.045∗
(0.023)
−0.021
(0.058)
0.001
(0.016)
−0.193∗∗∗
(0.059)
−0.042∗
(0.022)

0.163∗∗
(0.079)
−0.034
(0.026)
−0.036
(0.054)
0.062∗∗∗
(0.020)
−0.192∗∗∗
(0.052)
−0.055∗∗
(0.024)
−0.081∗∗∗
(0.014)

0.185∗∗
(0.076)
−0.057∗∗
(0.027)
−0.015
(0.058)
0.045∗∗
(0.021)
−0.214∗∗∗
(0.054)
−0.094∗∗∗
(0.024)

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes

No
No
No

Yes
Yes
No

Yes
No
Yes

Observations
Countries
Log Likelihood

2,743
19
4,727

2,706
19
4,698

2,483
17
4,355

2,743
19
4,731

2,706
19
4,702

2,483
17
4,361

SD (Intercept)
SD Specialization×Shock
SD Unemployment Ratet−1 ×Shock

0.032
0.175
–

0.056
0.172
–

0.109
0.185
–

0.031
0.128
1.101

0.056
0.110
1.331

0.097
0.098
1.558

Unemploymt Benefits×Shock
Unemploymt Benefits
Specialization×Shock
Specialization
Shock
Unemploymt Ratet−1
Social Transfers‡
Basic controls?
Fiscal controls?
Political controls?

Note: ∗ p<0.1; ∗∗ p<0.05; ∗∗∗ p<0.01. ‡ Share of GDP, logged units. All specifications control for Eurozone and
include include pooled and random intercepts by country. Basic controls are years in EU, productivity, population
density, and intra-EU exports as a percentage of GDP.
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Figure 1: EU Map of ∆GDP, 2008-2009

Note: Colors by quintile except Q5 (i.e., 0.80–1.00), which is split in order to illustrate the few
regions that had positive growth (blue) during the crisis.
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Figure 2: Distribution of Annual Change in GDP for Regions
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Note: The boxplot displays yearly distributions of the one-year percentage change in GDP for
NUTS-2 regions. Boxes cover 25th to 75th percentiles with medians shown. The most significant
economic contraction occurred from 2008 to 2009.
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Figure 3: EU Map of specialization, 2008

Note: Colors classified by “Jenks” natural breaks. This method reduces the variance within classes
while maximizing the variance between classes.
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Figure 4: Random Effects of Specialization×Shock on Change in GDP from Multilevel Model
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Note: Random effects on interaction between specialization and shock, grouped by country.
Estimates are based on Table 1(3).
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Figure 5: Estimated Effect of Sector Specialization on Change in GDP by Year
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Note: Estimated sector effects from model fitted with country-random intercepts. Agriculture is
omitted category. Years: 2006-2011. Point estimates and 95% confidence intervals shown. Across
most sectors, 2008 is an outlier year.
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Figure 6: Regional Specialization in Manufacturing in United Kingdom and Italy, 2000-2007
Average

Note: Color classified by “Jenks” natural breaks.
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